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HALLETT SYSTEM DELIVERS SAFE WATER AT N.Y. PILOT TRAVEL
CENTRE
The AquaSource Group Inc. counts on Hallett for its Pilot Travel Centre
client.
Pilot Travel Centre needed a water purification system for one of its New
York state locations. Since the site is considered a public water supply,
the health department required a system which meets regulatory
standards.
The system needed to deliver 50 gals/min from two on-site wells. To
meet the flow rate requirement, AquaSource installed and commissioned
a system with 2 Hallett 30's in parallel with an extra Hallett 30 on standby, to meet the health department's requirement for system redundancy.
"The beauty of the Hallett system for pubic water applications is
that we can easily and cost-effectively achieve the redundancy
requirement for the health department. We simply added the extra
Hallett system, leaving it plumbed in but unplugged and valvedoff. The system is working perfectly now, but if there is a problem
down the line, and we need to take one of the two operating
systems offline, we can quickly do a manual swap with no system
down-time." — Mark Messana, Vice President of Water Systems,
The AquaSource Group Inc.
In fact, hundreds of municipal and regulated commercial/industrial
applications prove that multiple Halletts are far more cost effective than
competing alternatives due to efficient redundancy factors. In one case,
twenty Hallett 30's provide treatment to maximum flow requirements,
and ONE additional Hallett 30 meets the redundancy needs.
The AquaSource Group Inc. is a team of professionals dedicated to
serving the Water Quality and Waste Water needs of residential,
commercial, industrial, and small community clients in and around the
Finger Lakes Region of Western New York.
Their team of fourteen employees consists of WQA certified installers,
four Certified Water Specialists and three Grade C (1000 residents or
less) state licensed operators.
To find out everything, visit www.uvpure.com or call 888-407-9997.
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